
    

 

 

Team Assessment Report 
 
 

CLUB Beenleigh DATE 30/05/2010 

FIXTURE Olympic 4 (2) – (0) 1 Beenleigh COMPETITION BPL 

    

SCOUT Andy Travers TELEPHONE 0405396155 

    

REFEREE Jarred Gillett   CONDITIONS Wet / Heavy Pitch 

VENUE Goodwin Park   
 
 

STARTING FORMATION (Please indicate number & name) 
1 

Michael Cassidy 
 

22      10       5         12 
              Sharman Lee        Joe Morris   Craig Thompson     David Hadfield 
      (c) 

   
           4               9  15  11  
           Greg Wardon    Todd Snowdon   Aaron Noble      Ben Harrison 
  
      2 
     Richard Neville 

    14 
   Trent Hansen 

 

SUBSTITUTIONS (Please give reason – tactical/injury, changes to formation & unused substitutions) 
Half-Time – Tactical – 2 – 0 down at half time Beenleigh switched things round to be more attacking. #6 
(??) came on for #12 (Hadfield). #6 went upfront with #14 (Hansen) Beenleigh switched to 3 at the back 

(centrally) with #22 (Lee) moving to right-wing back and #11 (Harrison) slotting in as a left-wing back. 
 

FORMATION OVERVIEW AND COMMENTS 
Beenleigh started the game in a traditional 4-4-2 formation adopting a flat back four which attempted to 
play disciplined, high up the pitch, catching Olympic offside. 

In Midfield Noble and Snowdon lined up in the middle with wingers Wardon and Harrison either side. 
These players were not your typical hug the touchline wingers, particularly Wardon who would often drift 
into the centre, swapping with Snowdon. 
Upfront Trent Hansen lined up as the ,main striker with Richard Neville (who usually plays right-wing) 
playing just off him. 
 

In the second half, chasing the game, Beenleigh switched to a 3-5-2 formation. 
 
Also in the second half #14 (Trent Hansen) and #10 (Joe Morris) weresent off for two bookable offences. 
 



    

 

 

KEY POINTS (Please bullet point each note) 

GAME SUMMARY  http://www.youtube.com/user/PaulyTV2010#p/u/0/4p0VB7qAvjw 
 

GOAL KEEPER Right Footed 
Good strong kicker, deals with back passes well 
Likes to restart game quickly, usually by passing short to full-backs 
Goal kicks are high usually travel to the halfway line, #15 (Nobel) is usually the 
target. 
Competent catching crosses (when tested) 
Good handling. 

Good shot-stopper 
 
Weakness 
Indecision at times started to come out for 3rd goal then stopped. 

DEFENSE Weakest part of team. 

Tried to play disciplined flat-back 4, attempting to play offside trap. 
Defended quite high up the pitch to start with, dropped a little deeper as half went 

on as were getting caught with ball over the top. 
Like to play ball long from defence, bypassing midfield and hitting diagonal balls 
down channels. 
Have a lot of vocal leaders at the back, however organization sometimes lacking. 
 

Weaknesses 
Left a lot of gaps at back, particularly out wide as full-backs got drawn into centre. 
Lost shape too easily.  
#12 (Hadfield) struggled at left back – right footed so was always looking to switch 
ball onto stronger foot. Also struggled to deal with Olympics right winger (Frank). As 
a result Beenleigh switched positions of #22 and #12 midway through the first half. 
Slow as a backline – with defending high up the pitch were very susceptible to the 

ball over the top and diagonally into channels 
Give fouls away around box, particularly when players with pace run at them. 
Poor marking at back, often lose their man – get caught flat-footed ball watching. 

MIDFIELD Initially lined up with 4 across midfield. 
Midfield struggled to get into the game. 

Highly energetic midfield, like to press. 
Struggled to get hold of the ball as Olympic dominated possession. 
 
#4 (Wardon) would drift into the middle rather than staying wide right. Often swap 
with Snowdon or Neville. 
Looked impressive on the ball, liked to run at players. Good passer of the ball – 
created a good chance for Beenleigh with a great throughball. 

 
#2 (Neville) initially lined up in the hole but he would often drop into the midfield, 
looking for the ball. More natural in midfield than upfront.  
 
Weaknesses 
Playing long ball out of defence into channels means midfield often gets bypassed. 

As a result midfield struggled to get into the game, lacked ball winner and 
playmaker. 
Struggled to maintain possession as Olympic dominated the midfield (and 
possession of the football). 

ATTACK Obviously wre without their best starting two strikers JJ & Oslar and as a result 
looked a little weak in attack. 

#14 (Hansen) lined up as the main striker. 
Strong player who held the ball up well, bringing other players into the game by 
laying the ball off with back to goal. 
#2 (Neville) given a sort of ‘free-role’ playing just off Hansen.  
 
Like to use flanks, play diagonal ball often. 
Both strikers like to drop into midfield to pick up the ball. 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/user/PaulyTV2010#p/u/0/4p0VB7qAvjw


    

 

Weaknesses 

Lack of movement upfront limited their options and chances. 

Back up strikers looked like they’ve rarely played together as a result link-up play 
poor. 
Lack of options in box. 

STRENGTHS Set-pieces (attacking) – scored from a free-kick – Header by #22 (Lee) 
JJ to return next week, improve pace and goalscoring ability of forward line. 

Hard-working team who pressure opposition all over the pitch. 

WEAKNESSES Lost defensive shape – space out wide.  
Slow backline – with defending high up the pitch were very susceptible to the ball 
over the top 
Give fouls away around box, particularly when players with pace run at them. 

Poor marking at back, often lose their man – get caught flat-footed ball watching. 
Playing long ball out of defence into channels means midfield often gets bypassed.  
Struggled to maintain possession as Olympic dominated the midfield  
Back up strikers looked like they’ve rarely played together  
Lack of options in box. 

BEST HEADERS Back line generally good in the air #10 (Morris) and #5 (Thompson) and both go 

forward for set-pieces. 

#22 (Lee) also useful in the air and scored a header from a free-kick. 
#15 (Noble) good in the air and is a target from goal-kicks 

KEY PLAYER (S) 

& WHY 

Beenleigh struggled without regular key Players JJ & Jack Phillips.  
#2 (Neville) is probably Beenleigh’s best player on the pitch today. Played a little 

out of position, usually lines up on right wing. Didn’t have as an impact on the game 
as he would of liked but has the potential to cause problems. Good on the ball, likes 
to run at players and possesses a good shot on him. 
 
#4 (Wardon) played well initially, faded a little as the game went on. Again skillful 
on the ball with good range of passing. 
 

#22 (Neville) Captain and tries to lead by example. Good versatile player playing 
both full-back positions and as a wing-back. Got on the scoresheet with a good 
header from a free-kick. 

 



    

 

SET PLAYS        
 

DESCRIPTION (CORNERS, FREE KICKS, THROWS & PENALTIES) 
 

  
 

 

Attacking 
 Corners from the left were taken by #22 (Lee) who is right footed so were in swingers 
 Corners from the right were also taken by #22 (Lee) so were out swingers 
 #5 (Thomsposon) goes forward for corners and stands just infront of the keeper 

 Leave #9 (Snowdon) and #12 (Hadfield) back when attacking from corners 
 Susceptible to counter-attack from corners due to lack of pace 
 Indirect Free-kicks from the left were taken by #15 (Noble) who is right footed so were swung 

towards the back post 
 Indirect freekicks from the right are taken by #22 (Lee), outswung into area 
 Scored from a set-piece – swung in from the left, #22 (Lee) hung around at the back post and 

scored with a header. 
 

Defending 
 Corners 
 Put player on each post when defending corners.  
 Zonal mark from corners – not the greatest conceded first goal from corner. Late movement from 

outside the box running in from numerous Olympic players. 

 Leave #14 (Hansen) forward when defending corners 
 Free-kicks 
 Keeper likes to cheat to the side the wall is covering on direct free-kicks 

 

 


